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SCHEMATICS
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COVERING
Soft Cover

LEGS
Wood Plastic Metal Upholstered Castors

FILLING Arms Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Seat cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Back cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

COMFORT
Firm Comfort Standard Comfort

FUNCTION
Bed Electric motion Motion Recliner Sliding

OPTIONS
Removable Nails Contrast Stitching

NOTES

The Herman sofa, designed by architects Manzoni and Tapinassi, features deep, comfortable
seats equipped with chaise-longue end units that allow you to comfortably lie down.

The backrests are decorated with matching cushions,while the armrests emphasize the
essential design of the sofa, enhanced by the presence of extremely elegant stitching.

To allow modularity, the single elements can be put together thanks to the rubber stops under
the legs.

The backrests are decorated with matching cushions,while the armrests emphasize the
essential design of the sofa, enhanced by the presence of extremely elegant stitching.

Model Herman (2981) can be ordered in leather using code V981. In leather aesthetics of the
sofa are completely different.

Model is available with welt in Gros-Grain (3 cm) to be entered as second covering (code
10800005xx)

Attention! Gros-grain (2° riv) is not available on versions 105-539-556

Second option versions (chaise longue 277/279 and seat with one arm 382/384) have a higher
arm height aligned with backcushions.

Tight Seat Cushion (the seat cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)

Loose Back Cushion (the back cushions of the model are not fixed to the frame)

Plastic Wrap (the model will be wrapped in a plastic bag)

With Fabric Side (the sectional pieces come with fabric sides)

Wood Frame

Metal spine available in metal finishings 80 (pewter) and 81 (glazed bronze)
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NOTES

With Feet Assembled (the model will be loaded with feet already mounted on the sofa)

Feet height 4,5 cm
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